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INSTRUCTIONS 
Answer 4 questions only.  Each question carries 25 marks. Where a question contains subdivisions, the 
mark value for each subdivision is given in brackets.  Illustrate your answer where appropriate with large 
clearly labeled diagrams. 
 

 
1.  (a)  You are the combined event referee. You excuse an athlete after his second  

round jump in the long jump to get some medical attention for a sore hamstring.  
He has not returned when the shot put warm-ups are completed. What options  
do you have? When would you consider him to have abandoned the competition  
and why?                 [10 marks] 

 
(b)  Determine the best jump, places and points for all competitors.   [15 marks] 
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2. How do you apply sport seasons to the periodisation periods? Relate your answer  
to one of the track and field events.                   [25 marks] 
 

3.  (a) Describe the phase structure of the sprint start     [9 marks] 
 
(b) State any three objectives of the sprint start     [4 marks] 
 
(c) With the aid of diagrams critically discus the three types of starts.            [12 marks] 
 

4. Identify, explain and defend choices of three strength training methods and three  
endurance training methods for a 400m athlete.                  [25 marks] 
 

5. Design a test battery which a coach can use regularly to assess the progression of  
his/her decathlon athlete. 
 

a) Justify the selection of the tests.                  [10 marks] 
 

b) Briefly describe how any three of the tests are conducted and scored.          [15 marks] 
  

6. (a)  Discuss the concept of carbo-loading a combined events athlete.              [10 marks] 
 
(b)  How and why dehydration is likely to work against the performance of a  

decathlete? Give a detailed hydration plan for use during competition. [10 marks] 
 

(c)  Produce a dietary plan for day one of competition in the decathlon.  [5 marks] 
 
 
 

 
END OF EXAMINATION  
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